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WAGES AGAINST INCLUSION! FULL INCLUSION NOW! Towards a queer manifesto 

against LGBT+ inclusion in universities 

Maddie Breeze and Darcy Leigh1 

Preface: Notes towards a queer manifesto 

In this chapter, we begin to imagine a queer manifesto against LGBT+ inclusion in UK 

universities. This manifesto is for queers like us who are sick of universities co-opting our 

labour for so-called “equality,” “diversity,” and “inclusion” (EDI) initiatives. It is for queers 

in and around higher education (HE) who are exhausted trying to transform our workplaces, 

while our labour is exploited in the name of empty, non-performative (Ahmed, 2012, 2017), 

rainbow-washing LGBT+ inclusion rhetoric. The manifesto imagines how queers can refuse 

inclusion regimes by demanding wages for the work of being included, threatening the 

withdrawal of that labour in a queer strike, and agitating for the collective seizing and 

redistribution of resources for full inclusion now. In this preface, we situate the manifesto and 

our approach to manifesto as method. We then present the work-in-progress manifesto itself. 

The manifesto is written by two tired and conflicted queers, grappling, and failing to grapple, 

with our own anger, ambivalence, and complicity with LGBT+ inclusion in HE. Instead of 

 
1 The provisional manifesto we present in this chapter is indebted to activist knowledge forms in ways 
that the conventions of academic referencing cannot capture. It is inspired by, and draws on, work by 
long standing traditions of queer, feminist, trans, Black, migrant, decolonial, sex worker, and otherwise 
abolitionist, anti-assimilationist, and anti-work activism. This includes, but is not limited to, Abolition 
University, the Against Equality Collective, Anonymous Queers, Edinburgh Action for Trans Health, Harry 
Josephine Giles, Give Your Money to Women, Lesbian Avengers, Sophie Lewis, Juno Mac and Molly Smith, 
Nat Raha, Queers Bash Back!, Queers Read This!, Radical Trans Feminism, the Transfeminist Strikers of 
the Cirque Conference, Transgender Marxism, Wages Against Housework, Wages Due Lesbians, and 

Wages for Transition. In addition, in response to a draft of this chapter, Harry Josephine Giles offered us 
an analysis of the exploitation of trans women in universities which underpins our comments on 
transmisogyny in the manifesto. Finally, we give many, many thanks to the book editors for their incisive 
and generous comments on our drafts and all their work on this collection. 



 

 

striving to “fix” the university, the manifesto invites strategies for enduring, negotiating, and 

dismantling academia and building alternative economies of queer knowledge production. 

Working with existing queer, feminist, and anti-racist critiques of EDI in universities, the 

manifesto orientates towards struggle over and refusal of inclusion work. We explore what 

refusing inclusion as work does, what this can tell us about inclusion regimes, and how 

rejecting inclusion on the university’s terms makes space for collectivizing resources for 

queer flourishing, including beyond HE. 

The manifesto is written under, and responds to, contemporary conditions of inclusion 

regimes in UK universities. Institutional approaches to sexuality, gender diversity, and 

LGBT+ people in education are overwhelmingly articulated as inclusion, which in practice 

means policy development, training, diversity monitoring, and accreditation schemes (for 

example TIE, 2018; ScotGov, 2019; LGBTYS, 2021). Inclusion implies that LGBT+ people 

are external to the university, to be invited in, and puts belonging in question, since “to be 

welcomed is to be positioned as not yet part, a guest or stranger” (Ahmed, 2017, pp. 128–

129). Inclusion in HE means being invited into institutions that fail to acknowledge that 

you’re already (t)here. Inclusion regimes do not remediate why LGBT+ inclusion is 

necessary and fail to address ongoing causes of exclusion and marginalization, such as 

heteronormative education practices , universities’ central role in reproducing class 

stratification, a racist school system that prevents many students of color from reaching 

higher education, and transphobic health policies that make the everyday lives of many trans 

students and staff unmanageable.  

Universities’ approaches to “inclusion” are widely understood as techniques for legitimating 

neoliberal, entrepreneurial, late-capitalist HE economies and the deeply unjust resource 

distributions that characterize them (Phipps and McDonnell, 2021). Universities’ professed 

commitments to LGBT+ inclusion not only fail to bring about what they name and claim, but 



 

 

function to block structural transformation by lending a deceptive appearance of progressive 

credibility. Under the guise of including LGBT+ staff and students lie wealth accumulation 

and hoarding, profit extraction, white supremacy, precarity and casualization, pay gaps and 

academic hierarchies, queer- and transphobia, racism, sexual violence, whorephobia, elitism, 

misogyny, and ableism. In this context, inclusion regimes function to launder university 

reputations and gloss over how higher education reproduces entrenched hierarchies and 

normativities. So, we come to the manifesto knowing that “a fantasy of inclusion is a 

technique of exclusion” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 112). 

Inclusion regimes in HE require the demonstrable presence of LGBT+ people and this form 

of “being included” has been comprehensively theorized as work (Ahmed, 2012). We use 

two senses of inclusion as work taken from Ahmed (2017). Firstly, inclusion regimes demand 

the labour of liberal bureaucracy; this means doing EDI committee work, policy development 

and review, equalities audits, diversity monitoring, paperwork for inclusion awards, 

complaints, and grievances. Secondly, inclusion regimes require diversity work in the sense 

of being  recognizably LGBT+ for the university’s promotional materials and equalities 

audits, so that the university can evidence profitable commitments to inclusion (Breeze and 

Taylor, 2018; Taylor, 2013). Inclusion regimes depend upon visible LGBT+ people, who can 

be counted and co-opted for “celebrations” of “diversity”,relying on the unpaid labour of 

queers (Giles, 2018). This makes embodying diversity tiring, devalued, exploitative work 

(Ahmed, 2009). As such, we come to this manifesto knowing that, under inclusion regimes, 

universities are places where queers “can be alienated from [y]our labour AND the disruptive 

potential of [y]our deviance AT THE SAME TIME” (Giles, 2017, n.p.). 

Conceptualizing unpaid and often feminized and/or racialized labour as work is not only a 

theoretical move but a vital political strategy. For instance, understanding sex work (Mac and 

Smith, 2018; Chief Elk Young Bear et al., 2015), transition (Giles, 2019), social reproduction 



 

 

(Capper and Austin, 2018), and gestational labour (Lewis, 2019) as work is necessary to 

struggling over pay, conditions, and rights, as well as to anti-work activism and post-work 

imaginaries (Wänngerren, 2018). As such, the manifesto calls for putting theories of being 

included as work into practice via demanding wages, withdrawing labour, and agitating for 

full inclusion now. In other words, understanding inclusion as work alone is insufficient: we 

conceptualize inclusion as work in order that we can refuse it as work. 

In these ways, we draw on queer thought and action against inclusion that shows how the 

promises of institutional recognition entrap us, and rejects inclusion within “elitist and 

inhumane institutions” such as the military and marriage (Conrad, 2014, n.p.). Drawing on 

the work of abolitionist, anti-assimilationist, and anti-work queers, as well as trans feminists, 

anti-racists, sex workers, socialists, and disability activists, we conceptualize the university as 

one such “elitest and inhumane” institution.  Existing queer anti-inclusion politics 

demonstrate the potential of refusing inclusion. They also offer tools for evading inclusion 

regimes and for redistributing the resources that inclusion promises, yet fails to provide. 

There is abundant, gleeful precedent for queer anti-assimilation activism and refusals of 

“inclusion in a system that’s based on institutional and economic exploitation” (AEC, 2007, 

n.p.), including queer direct action against “gay friendly” public, state, and commercial 

organizations (Baroque and Eanelli, 2011). The Lesbian Avengers called their first meeting 

by handing out cards reading “We want revenge and we want it now!” (Lesbian Avengers, 

1993, n.p.). We are inspired by this call for vengeance and the demands for housing, 

jewellery, and money in the Dyke Manifesto (Lesbian Avengers, 1993). Further, anti-

assimilationist queer politics makes demands not only for queers but against 

heteronormativity: 

I want there to be a moratorium on straight marriage, on babies, on 

public displays of affection among the opposite sex and media images 



 

 

that promote heterosexuality. […] Let’s make every space a Lesbian 

and Gay space. Every street a part of our sexual geography. A city of 

yearning and then total satisfaction. 

(Anonymous Queers, 1990, n.p.) 

Queer refusals of being included are already taking place in the university. In 2019, the 12-

member committee of Edinburgh University’s Staff Pride Network resigned from that 

committee to protest the university “failing to take a stand against transphobic hate on 

campus” (Brooks, 2019, n.p.). We interpret the committee’s resignation as a refusal to 

provide legitimizing, institutionally sanctioned LGBT+ presence in the face of tolerance of 

transphobia.  Transfeminist Strikers of the Cirque Conference offer another example: 

Our strike is against the epistemic violence, against the unpaid and 

unrecognised labour, that is extracted from us, the labour of 

explaining oneself and educating dominant classes […] Against 

racism and Islamophobia and pinkwashing. We strike against these 

things because they have material consequences on our lives of 

queers, trans, precarious folks far beyond the university. 

(Transfeminist strikers of the Cirque Conference, 2017, n.p.). 

Responding to these political actions, we develop manifesto writing as method. Manifesto 

forms do not fit with conventional academic writing, yet manifestos regularly feature in 

academic work (Ahmed, 2017; Res-sisters, 2016; Back and Puwar, 2012; Breeze, 2015). 

Manifesto as method means manifestos are ways of knowing, techniques for making and 

contesting truth claims, as well as being calls to action and actions in themselves. Rather 

than simply present information, manifestos reach towards making manifest, describing 

what is and how it could/should be otherwise. Wages against Inclusion is especially 

indebted to a specific lineage of manifesto and politics demanding “wages for” or “wages 



 

 

against” unpaid, naturalized, feminized, racialized, sexualized, and/or trans labour (Capper 

and Austin, 2018; Federici, 1975; Giles, 2019; Lewis, 2019). 

To write Wages against Inclusion, we began by exploring how knowledge is generated in 

and through manifestos. Rather than position existing manifestos as objects of research, we 

ask how manifestos assert, construct, and/or expose truths and extend existing political 

horizons, approaching this as the basis of a methodology. We found that wages for/against 

manifestos are characterized by three political/ontological moves: (1) strong assertions that 

unpaid work is work and should be waged; (2) calls to withdraw that labour in strikes or 

strike-like action; (3) utopian and/or collectivizing post-work imaginaries and abolitionist 

dismantling of the conditions that necessitate the work. These moves can seem incompatible 

or contradictory, which itself can be a defining feature of manifestos. In general, manifestos 

are characterized by messy, multiple knowledge claims: as political and analytical forms, 

they tend not to tell resolved or closed stories. Rather, they assemble tactics, demands, and 

observations drawn from disparate political traditions, combine competing ontologies, and 

avoid providing neat conclusions, authoritative answers, or linear temporalities. Manifestos 

combine calls for immediate actions, transitional demands that expose the limits and 

contradictions of current structures, and visions of a transformed world. 

In practice, to write the manifesto, we met in-person and online, about six times over about 

six months. We generated a list of demands, refusals, and imaginaries as the basis of Wages 

against Inclusion. This was a collaborative process in which we encouraged each other to be 

as greedy and “unrealistic” as possible, generating raw material to later re-draft and refine. 

We followed the politics and epistemologies of queer anti-assimilationist and anti-work 

manifestos, combining these with what we know about the labour of being included in UK 

universities. 



 

 

While the manifesto is assertive and declarative, we are ambivalent about aspects of the 

project. Queer refusals of inclusion in HE sit alongside LGBT+ movements that seek and 

struggle for inclusion. As we worked on the manifesto, we encountered tensions around: (1) 

who manifestos are by and for; (2) the different capacities and penalties for withdrawing 

inclusion labour across university hierarchies and class, race, and gender; (3) the need to 

fight far-right oppositions to inclusion in HE as well as universities’ self-serving inaction on, 

neglect, and under-resourcing of EDI  ; (4) our own investments and complicities in 

inclusion regimes, including valuing the work of our queer collaborators, colleagues, and 

mentors,  as well as the persistent cruel optimism (Berlant, 2011) of attachments to the 

university; and (5) the relationships between demanding wages, refusing work, and 

manifesting utopia. We reflect on these in more detail here in order to further situate the 

manifesto and consider the possibilities and limits both of manifesto as method and of queer 

anti-inclusion politics. 

First, we found a sticking point in who manifestos are by and for, in who manifestos speak 

to, interpellate, and (do not) identify as authors, discernible in our shifting use of “we,” and 

“queers” across Wages against Inclusion. Some manifestos have named authors, with 

knowable aspects of their social location and position in power structures, others are 

collectively and/or anonymously authored. Likewise, how readers,  comrades,  and enemies 

are named and spoken to varies across the manifestos we reviewed. QUEERS READ THIS! 

(1990, n.p.) positions readers as political actors: “You as an alive and functioning queer are 

a revolutionary.” The Lesbian Avengers Manifesto (1993, n.p.) addresses lesbians: 

“CALLING ALL LESBIANS! WAKE UP! WAKE UP! WAKE UP!” By contrast, in 

Wages for Transition, Giles (2019) speaks to the psychiatric, state, and medical institutions 

that profit from unpaid trans labour. There is much weight carried in who manifestos speak 



 

 

to, with, or for. We grappled with whether to make demands of the university or to agitate 

for queer anti-assimilationist action, eventually deciding to hold both these moves together. 

Second, the call to withdraw LGBT+ inclusion work—and especially to strike—is more 

possible and/or necessary for some university workers than others (and comes with variable 

risks and costs for all workers). In using “we” and “queer,” the manifesto risks constructing 

a homogeneous lump of queers, all equally able to demand, refuse, and collectivize: this is 

not the case. The more material security a worker has, and the more secure their position in 

epistemic hierarchies, the easier it is to individually accommodate the costs of withdrawing 

the labour of inclusion. The more material security a worker has, the less individual 

incentive there is to withdraw labour, and the more likely they are to benefit from LGBT+ 

inclusion regimes. On the other hand, the more precarious a worker the higher the risks of 

striking, yet the stronger the need for action. Our hope is not to flatten difference (Lorde, 

1984) across all the variously situated queers, but instead to build solidarity across 

intersecting dis/advantages in the university. However, we know from experiences of 

workplace struggles, that much more care and action is necessary to support and enable each 

other to take action against inclusion regimes (even as that action is necessary to endure 

inclusion regimes). 

Third, we are working on the manifesto at a time when the far-right is increasingly active in 

UK HE. While we refuse the dominant paradigm of LGBT+ inclusion in universities, this 

refusal is also a rejection of far-right opposition to inclusion. Similarly, our critique of 

LGBT+ inclusion absolutely does not align with universities’ self-serving inaction on, 

neglect, and under-resourcing of EDI. We hope that by envisioning queer imaginaries via 

collectivized resource distribution, the manifesto makes it clear that we are for full inclusion: 

every space in the university a queer space, a university full of desire, longing and “total 

satisfaction”, following Anonymous Queers (1990). In this context, it is important that the 



 

 

manifesto be grounded in what Ahmed describes as “what exists” and “pointing out what is 

already there” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 252, p. 254). This commitment guards against the 

appropriation of liberatory rhetoric by anti-queer politics, such as far-right claims of 

censorship or silencing in HE, or university management claims to care about trans students. 

We further distinguish our position by, following the tradition of wages for/against politics, 

paying particular attention to the labour of LGBT+ inclusion, and by calling for “full 

inclusion now,” collectivization and utopianism, rather than less inclusion. The manifesto 

refuses unpaid inclusion work, opposes the resurgence of fascist organizing on campus, and 

holds universities to account while divesting from the hope that universities might save us. 

Fourth, the manifesto is marked by our ambivalence about criticizing our queer and feminist 

colleagues who invest energy, time, and other resources into doing LGBT+ inclusion and 

other EDI work. Some of these colleagues are friends, whose inclusion work we ourselves 

have benefited from. As such, writing the manifesto encourages us to confront the harms 

caused by work that we have participated in or benefited from and the challenge of divesting 

from the seductive promises of inclusion. This includes how publishing this manifesto as a 

book chapter replicates some aspects of inclusion work, and academic work overall, that we 

are trying to refuse: we are members of the communities whose knowledge is appropriated in 

publications such as this one, and we work as academics and are publishing this chapter 

behind a paywall. In writing the manifesto, we found that combining calls for wages, 

refusals, and full inclusion offered a way to recognize the value and necessity of diversity ’ 

exploitation of diversity and diversity workers. This holding-together of multiple demands 

means inhabiting the double-binds faced by many queers in universities: while those engaged 

in LGBT+ inclusion work may find value or achieve limited “wins” in that work, the work is 

nonetheless compulsory for queers trying to survive in universities, and universities rather 

than queers ultimately profit from that work. Similarly, while many queers approach 



 

 

inclusion work with strategic intentionality or scepticism, it is repeatedly co-opted and 

redeployed against our interests. Instead of glossing over queer investments in the university, 

and our complicity in inclusion regimes, the manifesto instead explores how such 

implicatedness can inform queer action against inclusion. 

Fifth, we continue to wrestle with the theoretical and practical relationship of wages, 

withdrawing labour, and full inclusion. One element of this is the relationship between 

recognizing the often-grim reality of contemporary universities, including our limited 

political organizing capacity, and a commitment to utopian thinking. While the manifesto 

does not provide an easy escape from (neo)liberal logics of inclusion, we did find that the 

manifesto was able to speak from/to this place of contradiction by holding the calls for 

wages, refusal, and full inclusion together: offering a way through the knots of needing 

recognition in the university, refusing co-optation and exploitation, and envisioning what 

demands and actions could make inclusion in the university no longer necessary. 

To summarize our preface: What follows is a provisional queer manifesto against LGBT+ 

inclusion in universities. It draws on long traditions of anti-assimilationist and abolitionist 

politics, established analyses of the (often sexualized, feminized, and racialized) work of 

institutional inclusion, and wages for/against movements and thinking. Building on the 

conventions of manifesto writing as a methodology it responds to the double-binds of 

inclusion regimes in HE—and our own ambivalence surrounding them—by bringing together 

demands for pay, withdrawal, and full inclusion. 

 

WAGES AGAINST INCLUSION! 

FULL INCLUSION NOW! 

ONE: BEING INCLUDED IN THE UNIVERSITY IS WORK 

Being queer in the university is unpaid labour. 



 

 

Queer and trans feminists, Black feminists, and other feminists of colour have long 

made it clear: being diverse for the university is work. Embodying diversity as 

countable queers is unpaid labour. In higher education inclusion regimes, the 

measurable, verifiable presence of LGBT+ people is extracted to promote the 

university’s profitable commitment to so-called inclusion. Being queer in the university 

is tiring, repetitive, exploitative, unrecognized, and unpaid labour. 

The university extracts the labour of performing LGBT+ visibility in just the right way: 

the disclosure, the coming out, the staying in, role modelling, respectability, managing 

colleagues’ feelings while explaining their cisheterosexism, branded rainbow lanyards, 

smiling happy gays. Queers are invited to share a personal story (of educational 

success, arrival, inclusion) for the department’s diversity webpage or bid for an 

inclusion medal. This is labour. Queers are then required to do the work of self-

censoring all the non-monetizable, unproductive, unpalatable parts of our queerness. 

We are forced to do the calculations of risk versus reward as we fill in yet another 

diversity monitoring form. Universities under-pay queers of colour on precarious 

contracts to “diversify” the department while white professors maintain their position 

at the top. Disabled queers are invited to interview to demonstrate a commitment to 

inclusivity, but none are hired. 

LGBT+ inclusion initiatives extract and exploit unpaid labour. 

Thanks to queer and trans feminists, Black feminists, and other feminists of colour, we 

know that doing diversity for the university is work. The work of making the 

exclusionary university appear inclusive means: sitting on diversity committees, 

organizing Pride networks, gathering evidence for inclusion accreditation schemes, 

paperwork for equalities charter marks, technocratic diversity audits, bureaucratic 

policy reviews, feedback on the pronouns statement, sitting through meaningless and 

patronizing training sessions, and making complaints and collective grievances. Such 

techniques of inclusion lull us into a false sense of security and mobilize desires for 

institutional transformation, playing on hopes that the university can be fixed, that it 

might be worth saving, that maybe things could get better. Inclusion regimes trick us, 

bribe us, coerce us, and seduce us into doing this work. Precarity, racism, fear, and 

reformism funnel willing and unwilling queers into working for the inclusion machine. 

Inclusion regimes demand those othered by the white supremacist 

cisheteropatriarchal university do this work. For every LGBT+ charter award, every 

inclusion medal, every diversity champion, every rainbow-ified version of the university 

logo: queers work and the university profits. 

Some diversity work promises remuneration and career leverage, for some. Put that 

committee work on your CV. This will really help extend your contract. The university 

is appointing a new Dean of Inclusion. You should take on the Diversity Advocate role 

to be in a position for promotion. These rewards are unreliable and/or restricted to 

those privileged enough to leverage inclusion work for their own cumulative 

advantage: middle-class cis gays, white institutional feminists, Nordic model 



 

 

advocates, transmisogynist, and anti-sex work feminists. If the Diversity Champion is 

anti-trans, there is more work for queers in documenting and raising complaints about 

her transphobia. 

Enduring non-performative LGBT+ inclusion initiatives is compulsory unpaid 
work. 

Labouring to make the higher education workplace “inclusive” produces an 

unconvincing veneer of progressiveness for the university’s promotional materials. 

Universities extract value in the form of credibility in competitive equalities league 

tables and awards, accumulating economic capital and generating profitable prestige. 

This rainbow-washing does nothing to alter the white supremacist, 

cisheteropatriarchal structures of the university, and rather functions to allow them to 

continue under flimsy and insulting pretences at inclusion. 

Queers have to walk past yet another university building illuminated in rainbow lights 

and respond to yet another email about the university’s trans flag, as our friends still 

can’t find a place to live, a non-hostile health practitioner, or money for dinner. Almost 

no trans women are securely employed academics, yet plenty of queer academics 

built their careers on queer theory extracted from trans women of colour’s communities 

(the foundational role of Paris is Burning in Queer Theory!). Queer and trans 

experiences have always been extracted for research profit. We have to keep careful 

smiles on our faces as yet another straight colleague enthuses about taking the 

university banner to Pride, marching with banks, supermarkets, weapons 

manufacturers, army recruitment stalls, TERFs and SWERFs, marching past queers 

arrested for protesting police at pride. Smiling so much is hard work. Looking grateful, 

as we sit through yet another inclusion workshop that “explains” LGBT+ people to an 

audience that assumes we’re not here is hard work. So is sitting and not screaming 

through the half-arsed LGBT+ history month discussion panel (all white men). So is 

being the only queer invited to “diversify” a panel. Keeping a straight face at all these 

rainbow lanyards is work. We don’t get paid for any of this. 

Enduring heterosexuality is work. 

Lesbian activists have long pointed out the compulsory unpaid labour of surviving 

heterosexuality. Heterosexuality structures sociability, which structures getting a job, 

promotion, and access to resources in the university, and all the while goes 

naturalized, normalized, unremarked (also known as “networking”). Heterosexuality is 

EVERYWHERE: in wedding rings, photos on desks, congratulatory marriage emails 

(with photos attached!), and in the “voluntary” contributions to gifts for those same 

marriages. It’s in the creepy social media photos of men professors posing with young 

women students at the graduation ball. It’s in the hetero-masculinity of the superstar 

professor, and in “professionalism” as code for white, straight, abled, Christian, middle 

class, and cis. Spousal hiring. Power couples. Thanks to my wife for typing! The head 

of department gets drunk at the Christmas party and jokes about the new 



 

 

appointment’s butt, before asking when are you going to have children? The professor 

“accidentally” sends an email to the all-staff, all-student list about how his colleague 

only got promoted because she’s so hot; the head of school adjusts the mailing list 

use policy. Staff–student sexual relationships are implicitly endorsed, when they’re 

straight, especially when they lead to marriage, and especially for the senior man. 

Abuse is normalized. 

Being sexualized at work is unpaid labour. Desexualization in exchange for 
inclusion is also unpaid labour. 

Despite the all-pervasive dripping heterosexuality of the university, queerness is 

endlessly re-positioned as bringing sexuality “in” to the unconvincingly neutral and 

supposedly non-sexual institution. Queers are grudgingly included on the condition 

that we perform a sanitized, de-sexualized, non-threatening, happily included, 

institutionally approved, grateful homonormative presence. Legible, of course, for the 

inclusion and diversity initiatives, especially (only) during pride month. Posters for the 

seminar on sex work mysteriously disappear from corridor walls. Symbols (yes 

rainbow flag, no pink triangle, yes same-sex marriage, no kink) are made to stand in 

for queerness, but queer bodies and sex (sluttiness, asexuality, fist-fucking, gender-

fucking, and paid sex) are expunged. Red umbrella stickers make it through, but only 

because their meaning passes unnoticed. “Queer” is reduced to “LGBT”, is reduced 

to the same handful of cis gay white men. Disclosing is demanded by the badly 

designed diversity monitoring survey, tick the box! Out and proud! Then queers are 

told that disclosing our sexuality isn’t necessary for your job when we’re sent to teach 

at partner institutions in countries where homosexuality is criminalized. Then, as Black 

and Brown queerspoint out, we’re told homophobia is the fault of those “other” 

countries—maybe we’ll “save them”! Oh, but hey guess what, we’re sexual again when 

we’re young, thin, white, and harassed by senior colleagues and it’s all our fault 

because our inherent excess of sexuality asked for it. We’re excessively sexual when 

our research mentions sex, sex work, sexuality, or even just emotions, or names the 

implicit heterosexism of the vast majority of research. Even when we don’t research 

sexuality, we’re assumed to and assigned “The Sexuality Lecture” because hey 

queerness = sex … except when it doesn’t. 

Accessing access is compulsory unpaid labour 

For the university, accessibility must be demonstrated in order to avoid legal 

consequences and to trumpet a (fake) “commitment to widening participation.” Just 

one hearing loop, power-assisted door, ramp, or out-of-order toilet will tick the box. 

For poor and disabled queers access is survival. As disability activists have been 

saying for decades: one is not only not enough, it’s a reminder of who’s not welcome 

here. Disabled queers spend many hours getting doctors’ notes, attending 

occupational health assessments, persuading bosses and colleagues of our abjection, 

demonstrating that we both need reasonable adjustments and will continue to exceed 

our performance targets, always filling in countless forms. We spend extra time 



 

 

walking across campus to the all-gender toilet, which is also the wheelchair-accessible 

toilet, the official baby feeding space, the unofficial panic attack space, the hormone-

injecting space, the hiding from the creepy guy that everyone knows about but who 

never faces any consequences space, the avoiding transmisogyny space. This is 

unpaid work. 

Being “researched” and/or “debated” is work. 

Surprise! The entirely cis research team has five million euros to research trans 

people, and they’re doing a terrible job of it, again! Queer people in general, and trans 

people and sex workers especially, are over-researched, subject to constant 

“invitations” to “participate” in—aka legitimize—flagship funded research projects, but 

are never in charge, and don’t see the cash. Queers are collectively producing art, 

culture, community, and politics at grassroots levels, thinking–knowing–imagining–

creating so far beyond what is possible from the university. Researchers extract this 

knowledge from unpaid research participants, objectify queers, and claim queer 

expertise as their own—then publish books that cost £70 call it “queer” and try to sell 

it back to us..PLUS we are forced to endlessly “debate” the same old transmisogynist 

shit over and over again. Cis people are not required to justify their “ontology” or attend 

a “seminar” about how fascinating they are or a debate about the validity of their 

existence! AND we do the work of information security and self-censorship in the face 

of fascism and anti-trans agendas that is protected by journal editors and Vice 

Chancellors in the name of “free speech.” Queers—and especially the trans women 

among us—do the extra, compulsory, and unpaid labour of making stuff that 

universities steal, legitimizing research projects via “participation,” justifying our 

existence, and pre-empting violent attack, over, and over again. 

Surviving the university is work. Being included is resource-depleting, health-
damaging work. 

Promises: The university cares about you! Free counselling is available! 

#wellbeingweek! Phone the helpline! Meditate in your lunch break! A therapy dog is 

coming to campus! You’ll have job satisfaction, self-actualization, material security, 

perhaps even something like liberation or at least progress. You can join the LGBT+ 

staff network, “make a difference,” and “transform the institution.” You’ll be safe. This 

form/report/committee is really worth it, it’s for your own good. 

Reality: The university “cares” to the extent that you keep working and don’t have a 

breakdown that affects productivity, income generation, National Student Survey 

scores, or the Research Excellence Framework submission. The counsellor hasn’t 

heard the words “kink” or “polyamory” or “nonbinary” before, and doesn’t want to talk 

about sex, discrimination, precarity, or working conditions. Here’s a CBT worksheet to 

fill in, oh, and have you tried a gratitude journal? Occupational health is a surveillance 

and punishment mechanism. Well-being initiatives demand you work harder at self-

improvement. The diversity, equality, and inclusion office is just one woman, part time. 



 

 

You now have a reputation for being mad and unreliable. The trans staff network is 

infiltrated by transmisogynist philosophers and getting through the new vetting process 

is yet more work for trans people. We face endemic abuse, overwork, casualization, 

and mass redundancies (time to re-apply for your own job on a lower pay grade!). 

Everyone is burnt out and/or has a stress-related chronic health condition. Cops are 

on campus, the army is on campus, the far-right is on campus, Christian 

fundamentalists are on campus, transmisogyny and whorephobia are protected and 

celebrated on campus, and sexual harassment is everywhere. We are told to 

moonlight as border agents in our classrooms, monitoring students and their visa 

status. The inclusion agenda distracts, drains, and defers. Inclusion regimes function 

to hide and legitimize all this violence. 

TWO: WAGES FOR INCLUSION 

We demand wages for the work of being queer in the university! 

Pay us for all the work we do legitimizing the university with our presence! 

Pay us for all the committee, policy, advocacy work we do in the name of “LGBT+ 
inclusion”! 

We demand annual bonuses for every “award” the university secures in our name 
and at our cost. 

Did the university make the Stonewall top 100 employers? Immediate pay rises for 
all queers, including students. 

Every time a pride flag is flown: pay us. 

Every time a rainbow lanyard is offered: pay us. 

Every pride month: triple our salaries, immediately transfer all queers to permanent 
contracts, and half our workloads. 

Give us our wages due for tolerating tokenism, enduring heterosexuality, and our 
enforced (de)sexualization. 

Pay us for the compulsory labour of accessing the inaccessible university! 

We demand wages for all the queer knowledge, energy, and dignity research 
extracts for profit. 

Pay us for the work of transitioning in a hostile workplace and for all the time we 
spend deleting emails from transphobic colleagues. Reparations for all the 

knowledge extracted and appropriated from trans feminine people and communities. 

Pay us for all the time we spend repackaging ourselves to be good, non-threatening 
queers, visible and countable on the university’s terms. Then pay us for the 24/7 

recovery time when we fail to meet these impossible standards and are punished. 



 

 

Pay us for the work of “diversifying” and “decolonizing” curriculums and classrooms. 

Pay us now for all the labour we are forced to perform just to survive the university. 

 

THREE: FULL INCLUSION NOW! 

Inclusion fails to include us. We refuse to labour for so-called inclusion on the 

university’s terms. We don’t want to be included in the university as it exists. Instead, 

we demand FULL INCLUSION NOW! Full inclusion means a university where the 

labour of inclusion is no longer necessary because queers are no longer excluded. 

Full inclusion means transforming (dismantling) the university by centring queer lives 

and needs. Full inclusion ultimately means no university-as-we-know-it at all. And yet, 

some of our demands are technically possible and absolutely feasible within the logics 

of existing inclusion regimes, so can—and must—be met by universities immediately. 

These demands expose the contradictions, limits, and hypocrisies of LGBT+ inclusion. 

Full inclusion is a challenge to universities’ claims to be inclusive and to how we 

imagine, enact, reproduce, and resist the university. If universities were serious about 

so-called inclusion, then these demands would be already met. 

Actually flexible working hours for all. 

All buildings actually accessible, this means doors, toilets, seating, pathways, 
classrooms that are built for all bodies and prioritize disabled and fat bodies. 

Free unlimited therapy that is grounded in queer, mad, anti-racist liberatory praxis. 

Unlimited self-certification for absences. 

Good-for-our-fat-or-disabled-or-just-fucking-tired-bodies seating and other furniture. 

An immediate end to prevent and all forms of visa and immigration monitoring. 

All cops off campus—forever. 

The military and weapons manufacturers off campus—forever. 

Fossil fuels off campus—forever. 

Safe houses for sex work on campus. 

Free phones, recording studios and clothing for student sugar babies. 

Free and LUXURY housing for all staff and students of colour. 

Return of and reparations for stolen land, stolen wealth, slavery. 

Unlimited time off at full pay for any reason whatsoever. 

Free limitless education for all, no student fees. 



 

 

Universal basic research funding for all. 

Open access publishing as the only sort of publishing! No paywalls. 

Secure, guaranteed permanent contracts for all workers. 

Immediate pay increase for all staff of colour, disabled staff, and women. 

No more performance management. 

All resources previously spent on research and teaching audits  and annual 
performance reviews redirected to meet our demands. 

Art-prayer-relaxation-community rooms. 

A three-day working week for all with no reduction in pay. 

No more attacks on trans women and sex workers under the guise of “research.” 

Needle exchanges on campus. 

Cruising spaces on campus. 

Bathhouses in every building. 

DIY sexual health clinics. 

Informed consent hormone provision and injection rooms on campus. 

A universal, free sex toy library. 

Free on-demand self-prescribed medication and well-paid queer health care workers 
to diagnose, treat and prescribe and free holistic health services on campus 

Free contraception. 

Free elder- and child-care on campus. 

Free and DELICIOUS food. Soft things on which to nap, cry, and hold each other 
through this mess. 

In the absence of the immediate provision of these demands, we must conclude 
there is no real desire to include us, that inclusion is a lie. 

 

FOUR: COLLECTIVIZE! REDISTRIBUTE! 

The unpaid labour of inclusion is already (unevenly) collectivised. The work of 

surviving the university, and enduring “being included,” is already (unevenly) 

collectivised. Queers already communalise learning and research. 

 



 

 

Out of necessity, we practice mutual aid, peer support, resource sharing, whisper 

networks, and cry together in university toilets. For every queer person you see 

advocate for themselves, or for us all, there are countless queer people supporting, 

advising, and debriefing with them. We already share expertise on employment law, 

equality law, and our rights: We teach each other the law, as inadequate as it is, 

because bosses don’t follow it. Queers already take action against cops on campus, 

borders on campus, transphobia on campus, and endemic precarity, as modes of 

community self-defence. We already do collectivized knowledge production far 

beyond the university: zines, DIY presses, archives, art, activism, workshops, parties, 

and WhatsApp groups. Queers research and teach each other how to access 

healthcare, have safer sex, do hotter kink, recover from violence, and understand 

gender. We demand funds for all the collective projects we already run, together, 

including to survive “being included.” 

All university money associated with anti-queer, anti-trans, colonizing and white 

supremacist projects must be seized, reclaimed and redistributed. 

noindent 

We want, are coming for, and will take unless they are given to us: landlording profits 

from all university buildings, reparations for university slave labour profits; military 

research funding; fossil fuels and weapons manufacturing research funding; the profits 

of private and settler state universities on Indigenous land; all office whip-rounds for 

wedding presents; all second homes; the salaries, perks, and second jobs of Vice 

Chancellor; Duke University Press. All seized funds will be redirected to reparations, 

cooperative housing for homeless queers, trans-run trans health centres, free legal 

clinics. All Indigenous land to be immediately returned. All gentrifying university-owned 

buildings in urban centres to be returned to their rightful migrant, Black, brown, and 

working-class community owners. For-profit student housing to be seized for 

cooperative collectives, squats, safe houses, cruising zones, and community centres. 

We’ll run the community self-defence training that we need and distribute weapons for 

bashing back. 

FIVE: WE WILL STRIKE UNTIL OUR DEMANDS ARE MET 

Until the university pays us for inclusion labour, for the work of being included, we’ll 

withdraw it. We’ll stop working to get to the wheelchair-accessible-all-gender-

breastfeeding toilet on the other side of campus: as the disability activist slogan goes, 

“we’ll piss where we are!” We won’t hold each other behind closed doors while we cry 

and scream: we’ll cry and scream in meetings and classrooms. We won’t explain 

queerness or make ourselves legible to our straight colleagues. If the building’s not 

accessible, we’re not coming to work! 

Until we’re paid for being queer in the university: no LGBT+ staff networks will be 

convened, no rainbow lanyards will be worn, we’ll rip down pride flags, vandalize the 



 

 

inclusion award plaque, and smash the rainbow lights. We’ll hack the university’s 

webpages on diversity, equality, and inclusion, replacing them with documentation of 

harassment complaints and accounts of endemic queer and transphobia in the 

university. 

Until we’re paid for working for the inclusion machine, we won’t legitimize committees 

or panels with our presence. We won’t do the extra, unpaid work of reviewing pronoun 

statements and toilet policies, we won’t tick the box, we won’t help count other queers. 

Until we’re paid for the work of self-censorship, we’ll stop self-censoring. When you 

tell us about your weekend wedding, we’ll tell you about our weekend play party. When 

a queer student comes to see us at Open Day, we’ll tell the truth about how they’ll be 

bullied, excluded, and tokenized here, just like the rest of us. 

Until our demands are met, we refuse to do the work of legitimizing the university with 

visible, respectable LGBT+ presence. We’ll tell the truth to funders and students: 

inclusion is a lie. We won’t fill in another diversity monitoring form or staff survey to 

prove how diverse the university is, and we’ll “prefer not to say” when it comes to 

disclosing our genders and sexualities. We won’t share the knowledge and expertise 

needed to make research “authentic” or perform as “participants” or “community 

partners.” We won’t be mentors or role models, subjecting another generation to the 

violence and disappointment of LGBT+ inclusion. We won’t smile and tell a story of 

being happily included. 

The strike will continue until our demands are met. We will tirelessly defend each other 

from employer retribution. We dream of strike action and community that provide all 

the power, material plenty, care, and pleasure that the meagre crumbs of inclusion 

never will. We will not negotiate. 
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